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BIGGEST CHALLENGE:

Changes in how governments publish statistical  
information

RESULT:

Major gaps in the collection



TO THE RESCUE …

Ivy Plus Web Collecting/Archiving Program!

Ivy+ Libraries interested in building curated,  
thematic collections of freely available, but 

at-risk,  web content

Brainstorming tool – “half-formed and not-yet-conceptualized  
ideas or an idea that is ready to go, but lacking collaborators”





SCOPE: National Statistical Offices  
and Central Banks

• The world (about 240 countries)

• No more than two sites for each country  
(sometimes only one)



Metadata – What to include?

Priorities:

• Issuing agency/title

• Country name

• Native language version

• Subjects (Library of Congress)





QUESTIONS for the GROUP

• How will you prioritize the collection, especially  
considering that one country may be more vulnerable than  
another? Do you have a list of countries that you'd like to  
start with?

• What kind of metadata do you envision for this collection?  
Prefer metadata be applied at the website-level (which is  
how our collections are typically handled), or at a more  
granular level (i.e. report)?

• Because creators are government agencies, and generally  
the information is public, is it okay to not send notification  
letters before collecting these websites?



RESPONSES
Prioritize on:

• Political and technological stability
• Format of the content/unavailable elsewhere
• Begin with 10 sites each

Metadata:
• Collect at the website or agency level, not at the report level

Notification letters:
• Concerns about international copyright laws - “take down”  

offer

Questions for Ivy+ Librarian:
• What does the technology permit (i.e. what formats will it be  

able to capture and provide access to in the future)?
• Frequency and depthof the crawling?
• Where should we store all the project documents?



REPLY
• Archive-It technology can easily capture uploaded  

documents (.pdf, .doc, .xls, etc.), embedded videos  
(YouTube, Vimeo), images, streaming audio, etc.  
Struggles with more dynamic content, like databases  
(and search boxes) that require user interaction, and  
anything that's Flash-based / JavaScript heavy. There 
are  workarounds for these issues.

• Typically crawl semiannually, more frequently possible

• Crawling drills down every level of a site unless she tells  
it not to

• Ivy Plus Libraries operates under a 'no questions asked'  
take-down policy (haven’t had any yet)

• Store on Google Drive











CHALLENGES

• Mauritius - JavaScript errors

• Bangladesh – navigation errors

• Canada and Czech Republic National Banking sites -  
too large, working to block ads and unneeded  
content



MOVING FORWARD

• Add sites to spreadsheet as we find them

• Ivy+ librarian checks periodically

• Original member re-joined us

• 14 sites nominated since inception



National Statistical Offices and Central  
Banks Web Archive

https://archive-it.org/collections/10637



ありがとう


